In Kenya by the early 1990s, when the cassette and compact disc
seemed to have won their battle with vinyl, used records were often
thrown away and burned with the rubbish. Almost three decades
later, the worldwide renewed interest in musical heritage has extended to Nairobi, where a monthly We Love Vinyl event has been
held since 2014, and where new and used turntables have enjoyed
a (albeit modest) spike in sales. Young hip hop and dance acts such
as Just A Band and Octopizzo even sampled Kenyan grooves from
the ‘70s in their songs (“Dunia Ina Mambo” by Cavaliers Band and
“You Can Do It” by Slim Ali, respectively).
Considering the fact that Kenyan music on vinyl reached peak sales
in the late 1970s and early ‘80s, it’s remarkable that thirty years
later some of the important players in the industry are still actively
selling music, and their catalogues have been preserved. One of
them is AI Records (founded by Mike Andrews and previously
named AIT), which ran a host of sub-labels specialising in different languages and styles. Polygram, one of the most active labels
throughout the 1980s and ‘90s, sold its musical archive to Tamasha,
a company that sells cd compilations and albums through renewed
licenses with the original artists or their heirs. In downtown Nairobi there’s Assanand music store, a name that goes back more than

sixty years, though the original owner retired and the shop was
taken over by former employees (a second shop carrying the name
was opened just down the block).
Perhaps the most resilient of them all is Melodica, a music store
located a stone’s throw from River Road, the heart of independent
music production in downtown Nairobi. Surrounded by stores converted into ‘galleries’ housing up to ten tiny shops selling DVDs,
mobile phones and clothes, Melodica has been in the same spot for
over 45 years. Opened in 1971 by P.L. Daudia, a businessman from
Eldoret of Indian heritage, management was taken over by his
sons after Daudia passed away in 1981. Everything about the shop
breathes an era long forgotten by the fast life of downtown Nairobi
surrounding it, from the Melodica logo to record label branding
decorating the wall, the Millie Jackson sticker on the door, a vinyl
listening booth now used for storage and a notice board with photos of celebrities visiting Melodica in the mid-seventies.
The third floor of the building was originally home to a recording studio where bands used to practice and record for release on
Melodica or one of its distributed labels specialising in Luo and
Kikuyu benga, rumba, taarab and Congolese music.

Pravinlal Laljibhai Daudia (Melodica) and unknown musicians.

Today, to many musicians who were
around during the heyday of live music
in Kenya, Melodica remains a landmark
where they can drop in at any time
during the week or weekend for a chat
with the owners, Abdul Karim and his
mother. The sales team has become something akin to an offline version of the
Shazam mobile app, deciphering whistled
melodies of ‘80s Congolese songs the
clientele have been searching for.
CD or USB compilations of songs from
the Melodica back catalogue, as well as
other distributed releases, are created
on-demand from a giant hard disk. The
fact that the building housing the (rented) shop has become prime real estate in
Kenya’s fast-growing economy is a threat
to its continued existence, and music sales
alone would hardly suffice to keep it going.

Top row, from left to right: George Agade, Ochieng Kabaselleh,
Morris Symekher, Slim Ali, Adam Kutahi, unknown. Bottom
row: Gabriel Omolo, P.L. Daudia, John Mwale,Daudi Kabaka,
Fathili Williams.

Today the shop inventory consists of not only CDs and tapes but
also musical instruments, portable turntables and original 45s from
the label stock that had been sitting in storage for decades until a
new, international clientele found its way there. The vinyl stock has
come to be at the centre of a myth surrounding Melodica, since
the records haven’t all been accessible to the general public in recent years. Still, more than a few foreign and local diggers – among
them Dj Shadow – have spent hours in the dim vinyl attic flipping
through hundreds of boxes of 45s covered in black dust.
More than a salesman, Abdul Karim has become a music archivist
and a fighter for pride in Kenyan cultural heritage, with an impressive private collection, and a willingness to share with those
prepared to do their homework. Nowadays he gives away digitised
highlights of the Melodica catalogue online and ships to buyers
as far away as Colombia. He confirms that there’s a renewed local
interest in vinyl, too – from people who inherited their parents’
record collection and who are now looking for a turntable, to the
occasional young DJ looking for a change from playing foreign
hits. Another trend, suggesting that the era of live music in Kenya
is not over, is the recent influx of teens coming into the store buying guitars and other instruments.

Daudi Kabaka (left), Abdul Karim (right)

It’s places like Melodica, or the market stall run by vinyl vendor
James ‘Jimmy’ Rugami (at this time the sole business in Nairobi
exclusively dedicated to used records, and set amidst butchers selling roast meat) that have been essential elements in the rediscovery
of many of the tracks on Kenya Special 2. The compilation features
songs recorded between 1963 and 1988, spanning almost the entire
era of 45-rpm releases in Kenya. Half of these were released in the
late 1970s, a golden era in terms of music sales, live performances
and creativity among Kenyan musicians. One thing that most of
the songs have in common is that they have enjoyed little to no
airplay in the four decades that have passed, and only a few were
reissued (digitally).
Since the Kenya Special series compiles many genre-defying songs,
one way to cluster them is by language or region of origin. Kikuyu
and Luo songs are well represented on this volume, as is music from
the coastal region – often sung in Giriama. As with Kenya Special
Volume 1 the story of Kenyan Music in this era would not be complete without including a handful of tracks by bands that didn’t hail
from Kenya but were very much part of the Kenyan music scene at
the time.

Afro 70 & Kilwa Jazz were both from neighbouring Tanzania
but both recorded, played and released music (on Kenyan labels)
in Nairobi and other Kenyan cities as did many other Tanzanian
bands. To Tanzanian musicians during much of the 1970s, recording and releasing their music required a trip to Nairobi. The other
Afro 70 track “Nina” is the exception here, since it was both recorded and released in Mozambique. Once again the massive influence
of Congolese bands and musicians on East African music in this
era is represented here by Orchestre Les Mangelepa and Johnny
Bokelo’s Orchestre Conga Internationale. Both are tracks sung
mostly in the East African language of Swahili by bands led by, and
predominantly made up of Congolese musicians based in Kenya.

Afro 70

Across all language or genre
boundaries, love remained a
favourite theme in Kenyan
songs of the 1970s and ‘80s;
indeed, only a handful of the
songs on Kenya Special Volume
2 are not about relationships or
infatuations. “I Can Feel It” by
The Lulus Band delivers social
and political commentary not
often heard on songs from that
era. “Shirikisho” also has a political message, albeit to educate
the public about Tanzanian
government policy relating to
the newly instated East African
Community. “Harambe” by
Mac & Party, although its title
refers to a political concept, may
have been one of the first of
many Kenyan songs addressing
foreign tourists.
Afro 70

Despite the renewed interest in music from
Kenya’s past, finding these tracks and their
rights holders hasn’t become any easier.
Apart from the industry players mentioned above (some of whom have
started to revisit their catalogues), only
a handful of music archives around the
world harbour collections of Kenyan
music, and just a few private collectors
in Kenya and abroad have been sharing
catalogue info online or privately. One
of the problems with East African music
of this era is that much of it was originally
released only on 45 rpm, seven-inch vinyl singles, many of which were only ever produced in
tiny runs of a few hundred. 45s with their thin, paper sleeves
do not age as well as LPs and are often far more susceptible to the
elements. The compilers of Kenya Special 2 have gone to great lengths
to disclose a small part of what is slowly being accepted as an essential
element of East Africa’s cultural heritage: the history of recorded popular music. We hope you enjoy it.
Thomas Gesthuizen, Nairobi, May, 2016.

1. The Lulus Band – I Can Feel It
(Kikuyu / English) Written by Daniel Kamau. Originally released on a Danny
45rpm 7” single (DK302S) late ‘70s.
Few Kikuyu bands have been as prolific as the Lulus Band, led by Daniel Kamau Mwai (DK). Tracing his roots to the musically fertile grounds of Gatanga, north of Nairobi, he and his band scored hit after hit in the seventies. DK,
who also ran a label, a music shop and other side businesses, made a steady
living during the first half of the seventies. While it lasted, he lived the fast life
of a pop star, taking holidays abroad and buying a new car whenever the old
one broke down.
“I Can Feel It” is atypical of the majority of Lulus Band’s songs in that they
mixed in a few lines of English; most of their
lyrics were entirely in Kikuyu.. The apocalyptic message in the chorus appears in
stark contrast to the upbeat music:
‘I can feel it, this world is coming
to an end’. The lyrics talk of the
exploitation of the African continent and its people; the rich
profiting from the hard work of
farmers, politicians starting wars
so that the arms industry can sell
weapons, and diseases being spread
on purpose for the benefit of the
pharmaceutical industry.

2. Bahari Boys – Simba Yuna Nguruma
(Giriama) Written by Joseph Ngala. Originally
released on a Polydor 45rpm 7” single (POL7274) 1974.
Mombasa music veteran Joseph
‘Mzee’ Ngala is known for having
been central to the development of
bango in the early 1980s – a musical
genre that draws influences from many
different styles and sounds beyond the
coastal taarab and chakacha. Bango songs
are often played at weddings, and Mzee Ngala composed hundreds of tailor-made wedding
songs throughout his career. He still performs today on
special occasions. Born in Freretown, a settlement built in the 19th century for
freed slaves, Ngala cut his teeth in the 1950s with a group called Blue Boys
Orchestra. In the late sixties he emerged as the leader of the Bahari Boys, who
became a popular resident band at a number of Mombasa hotels. They recorded several singles for the Nairobi-based label Bahari (a Swahili word meaning
‘sea’) in a multitude of styles and languages, reflecting their diverse membership, but with rumba and the Mijikenda (coastal) influence never far from
the surface. “Simba Yuna Nguruma” (‘the lion roars’), sung in the Giriama
language and with a horn section led by Ngala’s sax, is a fine example of the
diversity of Kenyan music in the mid-seventies; it sounds more closely related
to the music of 1970s Ethiopia than to the popular Kenyan styles of the era.

Bahari Boys

3. Kamaru Celina Band – Mukurara Nake
(Kikuyu) Written by Joseph Kamaru. Originally released on a Kenya United
Sounds 45rpm 7” single (KENYA17) 1978.
1978 was a year of great change for Kenya, as its founding father president
Jomo Kenyatta passed away, and Daniel Arap Moi took his place. For Kikuyu musician Joseph Kamaru this meant a fresh opportunity to get back on
speaking terms with the Kenyan government. His song “J.M. Kariuki Mwendwo-Niiri”, released in 1975 and selling 75,000 copies, had discussed the unsolved murder of his friend, the popular politician Josiah Mwangi Kariuki. The
government at the time did not appreciate the unfiltered political commentary
and Kamaru started receiving anonymous death threats, but he was never one
to mince his words. His lyrics often addressed taboos and social
issues, such as sexual harassment and male/female relations.
He became friends with Moi, who was told that he
wouldn’t be able to rule Kenya without the support
of Kamaru. He estranged the president years later
when he publicly addressed him – in the national
stadium, live on national radio and TV – about his
unpopularity among Kenyans. The singer’s celebrity status probably saved him from being arrested
on the spot.
Kamaru’s musical career had started in 1965. In
those years, he often performed with his sister Celina Muthoni, their singing accompanied by a guitar
and a Fanta bottle. In the next ten years Joseph

Kamaru became one of the most
popular musicians in the country, and would sell over half a
million records during his career.
A picture framed in his living
room shows him in his trademark cowboy hat performing in
front of thousands at the Nairobi
City stadium. Kamaru, like his
friend Daniel Kamau, was also
a businessman, owning a record
store, a studio and several record
labels – he took over the CMS
label in 1968 and started City
Sounds. His music tapped into a
wide range of influences, including country, traditional Kikuyu
songs and funk, and it’s been said
that Kamaru represents a musical
genre in his own right. In 1993 he ventured into recording gospel music, and
today still runs his record labels and owns a church ministry.
“Mukurara Nake” is the story of a man coming home to find his girlfriend
in bed with another man. But instead of getting angry, he says he had seen it
coming, and decides to leave: ‘I will leave so the two of you can sleep together. I was
so prepared, I had dressed up for you and brushed my teeth so I could kiss you, but sadly
I will have to go home and sleep alone, staring at the roof’.

4. Orchestre Conga Internationale –
Nakupenda Sana
(Swahili) Written by Johnny Bokelo Essenge.
Originally released on an Editions Nana 45rpm
7” single (NANA1) 1977.
Johnny Bokelo was the younger brother of
Dewayon, one of the pioneers of Congolese
guitar music and mentor of rumba legends such
as Franco. In 1958 the two brothers joined
Johnny’s Orchestre Conga Succès band, but in
1962 Dewayon started his own band. Conga
Succès was renamed L’Orchestre Conga 68
Johnny Bokelo
and finally Conga Internationale. Around 1975, Zairean (Congolese) record
pressing plants experienced a shortage of raw materials, and musicians started
to have their records pressed in Nairobi and bring them back to Zaire. In some
cases they also recorded their music in Nairobi studios. They licensed their
music to local labels that would sell the music in East Africa, occasionally
ignoring contracts with the Zairean record label that held the exclusive rights
to resell abroad. It was a similar Kenyan deal that caused the breakup of Dr
Nico’s African Fiesta when one of the musicians sold rights to ASL records. In
the late 70s, Orchestre Conga Internationale put out a string of Kenyan 45s,
including “Nakupenda Sana”, a love song in Swahili with an extended instrumental part that relates more closely to the music of James Brown and Fela
Kuti than Bokelo’s trademark rumba. The single was included on a French LP
in 1978, although, perhaps also to avoid contractual issues, the artist’s name
had been changed to Orchestre Kouloukoko Du Zaïre.

5. The Rift Valley Brothers – Mucang’ang’o Ugiraga Mukindirio
(Kikuyu) Written by Lawrence Nduru. Originally released on a Sawa Sawa
Sound 45rpm 7” single (STD7-07) ca. 1974.
Throughout the 1970s, the Rift Valley Brothers released a
string of singles, many on their own label. Unlike
Kamaru or DK, the band led by Lawrence
Nduru and Joseph Gicheha never achieved
nationwide popularity, but they were well
known within the Kikuyu community.
In this song they discuss what in modern Kenyan Sheng slang is referred to
as team mafisi (‘hyena team’): men
who are obsessed with scoring girls
for quick satisfaction, then dumping
them. The singer warns his friend to
stop flirting with people’s wives, or
he will end up losing his teeth in a
beating, which is exactly what happens later in the song. ‘You can steal
someone’s money, but don’t seduce
their wife. If you want peace, dance
alone or sit down. The way you’re acting,
you will end up crying.’ The singer decides
to start avoiding his friend, because he doesn’t
want to become like him.

6. L’Orchestre Central International – Jane Jaber
(Luo) Written by Jaji Milwendha & Jack Omondi. Originally released on a Kungu
Chamo Piny 45rpm 7” single (KUL2) ca. 1980.
“Jane Jaber” came out at a time when small record labels were starting to fill
the void left by the larger labels that were gradually withdrawing from the
Kenyan music landscape during the 1980s. Often these smaller businesses
would welcome bands that travelled from upcountry Kenya to Nairobi’s
river road area to record a few songs in one of its many small studios,
and have their single pressed up within days. L’Orch(estre) Central
International hailed from what was then called Nyanza province in
western Kenya. The song, filled with references to people and places
so typical for many Luo songs, laments the departure of the singer’s girlfriend Jane, who left the country to study abroad – a move
which in the 1970s had much greater consequences than it does
today, what with the availability of calling cards, Whatsapp and
email. “The world seems like a maze to me when I remember Jane, the
brown skinned, beautiful one, the daughter from Asembo. I got word that
you went to study abroad; I came to Nairobi to say goodbye. My love then
boarded the plane, it took oﬀ and flew high up in the air. Then I asked myself:
who will I remain with here? I’m waiting for you, when you finish your studies, come back home to me, I am holding on to our agreement”.

7. The Lulus Band – Daina
(Kikuyu) Written by Daniel Kamau. Originally released on a D.K. Undugu 45rpm
7” single (DKS7-011) 1977.
This single from 1977 showcases the Lulus Band at
their peak; a song with
high-pitched harmonizing
vocals, funk-influenced
instrumentation and a
melodic approach that is
uniquely Kikuyu. Apart
from the vocals, the
mid-tempo funk drum
pattern is the backbone
for one of Lulus’ excursions away from their
more trademark Kikuyu
Benga sound. “Daina” is
phonetic for Diana, the
girl of the singer’s dreams.
He tells her: ‘stop looking
at me like I made a mistake
wanting you, it’s your beauty
you’ But the
that attracts me to you’.
moment he approaches Diana,
others start noticing, and he has to
compete for her attention by throwing
even more compliments her way – the way
she walks, the gap between her teeth...

8. Orchestre Les Mangelepa – Nseya
(Swahili / Tshiluba) Written by Lubula Katako Rocky. Taken from the ASL LP
‘7th Anniversary’ (ASLP 962) 1982.
It didn’t take long for Les Mangelepa to become one of Nairobi’s most successful Congolese bands after they came together in the mid-seventies as a breakaway group from
the legendary Baba National (who featured on Kenya Special Volume 1). Discontented
with the salaries group leader Baba Gaston paid them, they struck out on their own
and never looked back; four decades and numerous albums down the line, the group
is still performing regularly and touring abroad. Les Mangelepa were the talk of the
town in Nairobi during the late 70s and throughout much of the 80s, with a regular gig
playing their Swahili and Lingala rumba in Uhuru Park, and their hit songs selling like
hot cakes. Throughout the years, the line-up of the band, comprising over ten members
at any time, changed
frequently. This track from
their 7th Year Anniversary
album is a love song,
composed by drummer
Katako ‘Rocky’ Lubula,
a former member of
Tanzanian afro-rock band
Sunburst. “You’re seeing a
witch doctor because of our
love, Nseya, but I love you
with all my heart and soul,
I don’t need any medicine”.
Orchestre Les Mangelepa

Afro 70

9. The Eagles Lupopo 77 – Mrembo Pesa
(Swahili) Written by Daudi Kabaka & Omar Machio. Originally released on an
Atlantic 45rpm 7” single (ATK688) 1977.
The house band for Daudi Kabaka’s production
company, African Eagles Recording Limited, seemed to appear under a slightly
different name with every song they
released. A line-up of artists born
in different countries (Zambia,
Uganda and Kenya) and backing band credits on different
singers’ singles in a multitude
of languages made them one
of the most versatile combos
of 1970s Kenya. “Mrembo Pesa”, sung in Swahili
like the majority of Eagles
singles, was co-credited to
Omar Machio, who previously recorded in the Luhya
language. The lyrics talk about
greed as the root of evil, comparing money with a beautiful woman
whose attraction causes men to fight
until they end up in jail.

10. Peter J. Tsotsi & T.A. Lupopo – Fanya Imani
(Swahili) Written by P. Tsotsi Juma. Originally released on a Moto Moto 45rpm 7”
single (MOTO7-1002) 1976.
Moto Moto was a sub-label of Kenyan music giant AIT records, which
throughout the 1970s released a large number of singles. It was the main
outlet for music by Tanzanian bands, but also released the occasional single by
Kenyan acts. T.A. Lupopo was yet another name for the Eagles Lupopo. “Fanya imani”, sung in Swahili, is an ode to a lost love: ‘my heart aches when I think
of you Eliza, come and save my life’; the singer’s despair erupts into a steaming
dance part where the guitar expresses what lyrics can’t convey. As with many
of the records this outfit cut to vinyl, the unusual arrangement and style of the
track reflects the many different influences and languages of its multicultural
lineup. Peter Tsotsi Juma was originally from Zambia but settled in Kenya.
11. Orchestre Simba Wanyika – Nakupenda
(Swahili) Written by George Peter. Originally released on a Polydor 45rpm 7”
single (POL7-359) 1977.
Not a cover of the Conga Internationale tune by the same name, Nakupenda was a
love song as well. It would be one of the last songs Simba Wanyika released before
two of the band members branched off to form Les Wanyika (of “Sina Makosa”
fame), the start of a Wanyika family tree that would ultimately run six groups deep.
The core of Simba Wanyika was formed by three brothers, the sons of Burundi
migrant worker Peter Kinyonga, who spent their youth in Tanga on the Tanzanian
coast before moving to Arusha. They were part of the legendary Jamhuri Jazz band
before starting their own band, Arusha Jazz, which was renamed Simba Wanyika

when they moved to Mombasa
around 1974. By then, they’d
perfected their unique, smooth
Swahili rumba sound driven by
the vocals of George and Wilson. After signing a record deal
with Polygram, they relocated
to Nairobi, from where they
continued to gain popularity
across East Africa, despite
fierce competition of Kenyan,
Congolese and other Tanzanian bands.
The lyrics to the first part
of “Nakupenda” are pretty
straightforward: ‘I love you,
I haven’t seen anyone like you
before’. The second part, which
was originally the b-side on the
single, is structured like a live
performance where the singer
interacts with the audience,
describing what he sees – in
this case a lady who just returned from a tiresome trip to
Kisumu, carrying gifts for the
group and dancing along.

George and Peter Wilson

12. Sammy Katana – Vilole (Maisha Ya Mjini)
(Giriama) Written by S.K. Becharo. Originally
released on a Polydor 45rpm 7” single (POL637)
1988.
Samuel ‘Sammy’ Katana recorded two
singles in the 1980s. Where “Hawe”,
with his band Black Boots, owes
much to the rumba groove of
Simba Wanyika and their peers,
“Vilole” does away with the
prominence of the guitar and
drum kit to create a percussive sound that has more in
common with the ‘80s hits by
the coastal hotel bands. The
dry mix, the addition of bird
sounds and other synthesized
sound effects, and the extended,
freestyle keyboard solo added a
unique touch that echoes earlier
coastal crossover tracks like Mac
‘you will
& Party’s ‘Harambe’. Vilole (‘you
see’) is about an aunt who has gone
to town to look for work, but refuses
to come back to the village. Perhaps she
found a lover?

13. African Vibration – Hinde
(Giriama) Written by Mohamed Amin. Originally released on a Polydor
45rpm 7” single (POL 627) 1987.
African Vibration formed in 1984 as a group of six musicians from
different bands, such as Igunas and The Spartans. They held
regular gigs in the Mombasa tourist hotels for years and only
got one shot at recording, in 1986, in a studio in Mombasa
belonging to the Syrian-Kenyan producer Nabil Sansool.
“Hinde”, composed by guitarist and singer Mohamed
Amin, was based on a traditional song in the Giriama
language, but with fresh lyrics: Amin’s Swahili text was
translated back into Giriama by his mother-in-law, since
he did not speak the language himself. A love song,
“Hinde” (meaning ‘Let’s go!’) tells the story of the singer
chasing after a beautiful girl and telling her he wants to
marry her and take her back home, but she responds by
saying that she’s not going anywhere until he builds her a
multi-story house. The single received considerable airplay
on VOK (Voice of Kenya) at a time when the majority of
songs heard on the radio were American and Congolese, and
it became a hit across the country, especially in the clubs, as it
had an unmistakable dance-floor appeal that mixed well with
synth-heavy foreign productions from the USA and South Africa. Although “Hinde” was sung in a language not understood by the
majority of Kenyans, it’s not unusual to find people upcountry that can
still recite the song’s lyrics today.

14. Afro 70 – Libondela
(Sepedi) Written by Patrick Balisidya. Originally released on a Moto Moto 45rpm
7” single (MOTO51) 1972.
Afro 70 was a Tanzanian band whose legacy is greater than the relatively few
records they managed to release. Today they are mostly remembered for the
songs that became hits in Tanzania and Kenya, such as the wedding evergreen
“Harusi”, or the equally great “Dirishani”. From their inception in 1970, the
band successfully managed to combine rumba, soul, funk and musical traditions from various parts of Tanzania and South Africa into a style they called
Afrousa. Lead singer / guitarist and composer Patrick Balisidya had been a
member of the Dar es Salaam Jazz Band (also known as Dar Jazz), a group
that was founded before World War II. Dar Jazz, like other bands of the era,
performed with a ‘reserve band’, which they called Dar Jazz B. Afro 70 had a
similar setup with Afro B, which was composed of mostly teenage musicians
who would play their own slots, before and after the main band. “Libondela” is
a playful song about women boarding a train. The vocals were by Nina, a South
African exile who sang in Sepedi, a South African language not spoken in Tanzania. Her brother Vuli, also a musician, was well known among Dar’s mabitozi
(a slang word derived from ‘Beatles’, describing Tanzania’s 70s equivalent of
mods). Afro 70 performed at the great music festival Festac ’77 in Nigeria with
instruments supplied by the Tanzanian government, who promised they could
keep them after the show, but later decided to give the equipment to another
group. Since Afro 70 had lost their own instruments in a road accident, the
group was unable to continue practicing and recording, and Afro 70 disbanded
shortly after touring Mozambique that same year.

15. Mac & Party – Harambe
(English / Giriama) Written by Mac & Party. Originally released on a Mzuri 45rpm 7” single
(HL7-2) ca. 1963.
Assanand & Sons is one of the cornerstones of music production in modern
Kenya. From the 1940s, the music store, based at the time in Mombasa with
a branch in Dar es Salaam (Tanzania), recorded and released Kenyan and
Tanzanian music. In the 1950s, Assanand, under the ownership of M.J. Shah,
started their own label, Mzuri, releasing a string of 78rpm records, a format
that in Kenya lasted until well into the 1960s. Some of those songs were also
released on 45rpm singles, which were more practical than shellac 78s as they
were less fragile and smaller, yet could fit more music per side. Mzuri singles
were produced until the mid-1970s. One of the songs released on both formats
was “Harambe” by Mac & Party with its b-side “Africa twist”. Both songs’ lyrics
were following trends at the time; harambe was a concept promoted in post-independence Kenya under president Jomo Kenyatta, urging communities to stick
together to build the nation. The twist was a dance craze that, in Kenya, peaked
in the days of independence, not least through Daudi Kabaka’s hits. Mac &
Party successfully translated the coastal sounds into poppy English language
songs that could speak to audiences less familiar with the centuries-old deep
Swahili poetry that inspired many taarab songs; on another song, they sang
‘Let’s Go to Liverpool’. However, the vocal and way-ahead-of-it’s-time instrumentation of “Harambe” breathe a distinct Mombasa vibe with Taarab echoes
and an almost a soul-jazz sensibility. The song starts with the word “Msenangu”,
meaning ‘my friend’ in the coastal Giriama language.

16. Kilwa Jazz – Shirikisho
(Swahili) Written by Ahmed Kipande.
Originally released on a CMS 45rpm 7”
single (CMS 7-2020) 1967.
Multi-instrumentalist and bandleader
Ahmed Kipande was born in the historic town of Kilwa Kivinje on the southern
coast of Tanzania, but moved to Dar
es Salaam with his father in the late
1940s. In 1958, after playing with other
ensembles, he started his own group,
Kilwa Jazz, with other musicians from
his hometown. The band quickly gained
popularity, and was a favourite with the
government of the newly independent
Tanganyika and Zanzibar, who invited
Ahmed Kipande
them to perform at independence celebrations and record a song celebrating Nyerere’s TANU party. Kilwa Jazz recorded a string of hits throughout the 1960s, many of which are still remembered
today, and which have occasionally been covered by younger bands. “Shirikisho”,
a deep jazz-inflected piece on a bolero rhythm, celebrates the East African
Community (of 1967), which promised close co-operation between the new
nations of Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda. At the time, the band included no less
than 25 musicians, and ran a supporters club with 50 ‘members’ whose financial
contributions entitled them to free entrance at any live show.

17. Awengele – Awengele
(Luhya / Maasai) Written by Oscar Eshikhati. Originally released on
an Akili 45rpm 7” single (AKL7-01) ca. 1976.
Awengele was a self-styled ‘boy band’ comprising
four members, all of Luhya origin (West Kenya).
Barely out of school, they were all pursuing
careers – as an engineer, civil servant, a cartoonist and marketeer – and played music in
their free time, doing regular shows at schools
and public events, but never on the club circuit.
Inspired by the afro-rock of Osibisa as well as
Santana and the Motown hits of the mid-seventies, their style was defined by the musical instruments at their disposal: guitar, bass and a drum
kit. Through their manager Joe Kuria they got to record
a single for the Akili label, adding an organ to the mix.
Kenyan 45s typically mentioned the style of the song on the label, and their
self-titled debut listed both ‘rock’ and ‘Maasai’. The latter referred to the vocal
style used on the chorus, which was obviously inspired by Maasai chants, and
to the song’s lyrics which were in Luhya with a few words of Maasai thrown
in; the flipside was in English. Kenya in the 1970s counted a handful of other
bands playing rock (never as many as Zambia or Nigeria though). These included Black Savage and Jimmy Mawi, who was an inspiration to the group
as they often played together. However, Awengele’s fusion of soul, funk and
psych-rock was one of a kind.

